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I. INTRODUCTION
Synchronization plays a critical role orchestrating the coordination of many natural and man-made processes ͓1͔. These span areas from circadian rhythms in biology ͓2,3͔ to communications via chaotic channels in engineering ͓4͔. With applications across many types of complex system, the phenomenon has seen much attention over recent years with attempts made to understand stability criteria ͓5͔ and find optimal network topologies ͓6͔.
Understanding how and when synchronization occurs is of great importance when analyzing natural processes and building synchronous systems of our own. This involves stability analysis of the invariant manifold associated with the synchronous state in phase space. Many different types of dynamical system have been studied, showing a wide range of behaviors such as clustering ͓7,8͔, phase synchronization ͓9͔, and desynchronizing bifurcations ͓10͔. In general, synchronization is studied by considering a network of N-coupled m-dimensional systems described by
where x i R m is the state vector for the ith node, F : R m → R m defines the internal node dynamics, R is the coupling strength between connected nodes, L = ͑L ij ͒ is the network Laplacian, and H R mϫm is a matrix specifying the inner coupling between states of two interacting nodes. The network is then said to be completely or asymptotically synchronized if lim t→ϱ ʈx i − x j ʈ = 0, while bounded synchronization is achieved if lim t→ϱ ʈx i − x j ʈ Յ for some sufficiently small Ͼ0. The aim of this paper is to investigate how synchronization of a dynamical network can be enhanced in some way through optimization of the underlying topology. Generally, enhanced synchronization has been linked to the network synchronizability, i.e., the range of coupling strengths over which the synchronization manifold x 1 = x 2 =¯= x N is locally stable. Pecora and Carroll showed how a master stability function ͑MSF͒ can be formulated for coupled dynamical networks and linked synchronization to the eigenvalues of the network Laplacian 1 , 2 , ... , N ͓5͔. Specifically, if N / 2 , known as the eigenratio ͑ER͒, is minimized, the network will see a locally stable synchronization manifold for the largest range of coupling strengths.
There has been a lot of interest in recent years in optimizing networks using this purely topological measure ͓6,11,12͔. However, this approach only considers a single characteristic of synchronization and may not be the best choice when specific constraints exist on node and edge dynamics or the network structure itself. For example, it may be that one requires enhanced synchronization to only occur near a specified coupling strength or for the largest possible coupling strength supported by a fixed number of nodes and edges. At this point, the general nature of the eigenratio limits its application. Instead, we propose an approach that uses a dynamical measure based on the order parameter introduced by Yook and Meyer-Ortmanns ͓13͔, calculated from simulated dynamics during network optimization. This has the advantage that any required dynamical features can be more easily described, but comes at the cost of computationally expensive numerical simulation.
In this work, we propose a general tool for evolving networks such that some performance measures are enhanced. We apply this tool to investigating optimal network topologies for synchronization and analyze the features of the resulting networks. We also relate our findings to results based on optimizing the Laplacian eigenratio ͓6,11,12͔ by using dynamical simulations of the node dynamics during evolution. This paper has been organized in the following way. Section II provides a background overview on previous work which has attempted to enhance network synchronization. Next, Secs. III-V present our dynamical approach to this problem, the computational framework used to carry this out, and analysis of the resultant evolved topologies we generate. This highlights some interesting characteristics which are related to competing factors during the evolutionary process. Finally, Sec. VI considers the problem of systems that do not contain a shared synchronized trajectory due to parameter mismatch in oscillator dynamics. Using a dynamical performance measure based on minimizing the bound on distances between trajectories, we show topology has the greatest effect on systems with small deviations in node dynamics. We also analyze features of the resultant topologies and link this to the findings of the previous sections.
II. ENHANCING SYNCHRONIZATION: BACKGROUND
One of the first computational approaches to enhancing synchronization was presented by Donetti et al. in ͓6͔. Topologies were analyzed that emerged when attempting to evolve networks that optimized the network eigenratio, a common measure of synchronizability. They used networks of a fixed size and average degree, with only edge rewiring permitted. As the eigenratio is calculated directly from the eigenvalues of the network Laplacian, there was no need for consideration of system-level dynamics through simulation. Results showed that optimized topologies converged to homogeneous networks with short path lengths, little clustering, and narrow degree and betweenness distributions. Such networks were termed "entangled" and similarities were also seen with cage graphs for some network sizes ͓14͔. This work has since been extended with improvements that incorporate additional graph theoretic knowledge. Rad et al. ͓11͔ showed how convergence to a near-optimal solution could be increased ͑Ϸ2N steps͒ compared to random rewiring techniques. This was achieved by adding edges based on the eigenvector of the second-smallest eigenvalue of the network Laplacian and removing edges based on the current node degree. Attempts have also been made to translate the problem of network Laplacian eigenvalue optimization into a form amenable to convex techniques. Boyd ͓12͔ showed that by having the option to choose edge weights of an undirected graph, many standard problems related to synchronization, such as fastest mixing and minimum total effective resistance, could be described as the minimization of a convex function. The major benefit of this approach is that although it may not lead to a pure analytical solution, efficient numerical methods exist to find the optimal configuration.
Evolution of networks has also seen interest when attempting to make sense of features exhibited by natural systems ͓15-17͔. Much of this has revolved around the search for genetic or neural networks that perform specific functions, the robustness of these systems, and the formation of modular hierarchies. Computational evolution has been used with models of biochemical components to find networks that perform as bistable switches and oscillators ͓18-20͔. These types of studies have helped gain an understanding of the role differing component dynamics have in such networks and also the influence of external factors. For example, Kaneko ͓21͔ showed how certain levels of noise were necessary during evolution of transcriptional network models to generate systems robust to mutations in the network structure.
In relation to modularity, the idea of network motifs ͓22,23͔ has become popular. With complex systems being composed of huge numbers of interacting parts, analyzing or building such systems with specified behaviors becomes a daunting task; unless there are ways of breaking the problem into smaller, compossible parts. Milo et al. illustrated that natural evolution may have tackled the problem in this way using modularity and specifically network motifs ͓24͔. These are defined as small subgraphs expressed more often than would be expected by random chance ͓22͔. They have been shown to relate to specific information processing capabilities ͓25-27͔ and also studied in regards to their synchronization properties ͓28͔.
III. DYNAMICAL APPROACH
In this section, a computational tool called NETEVO will be used to investigate networks that have been optimized for both topological and dynamical measures in an attempt to classify and link topological structures with dynamical features of the synchronization exhibited. We impose the additional constraints that all networks are unweighted and undirected, leading to a Laplacian matrix that is symmetric with zero row sums and consider networks of 100 nodes with an average degree of ͗k͘ = 4. Changes to the topology can be made through the rewiring of links, however, the number of nodes and edges remains fixed in an attempt to reduce the influence of differing available resources on final topologies.
A. NETEVO framework
To carry out the analysis, we developed NETEVO ͓29͔, an open-source computational framework designed to facilitate the investigation of evolutionary processes of dynamical complex networks and bring together simulation, evolution, and analysis in a coherent way. To do this, we present the idea of a supervisor who is solely responsible for making decisions on how network structure and model parameters should be altered to help meet a performance measure Q. To aid in this task, the supervisor is privy to all system states and can, if necessary, be restricted by user constraints. The principle of a supervised network is illustrated in Fig. 1 . As this can in many ways be viewed as a standard optimization method with an unknown relationship between performance and configuration, a combinatorial search is required. To carry this out, the framework uses a simulated annealing metaheuristic ͓30͔ to help find near-optimal states.
To allow for wide spread use, the framework has been designed in a modular fashion allowing for users to easily define their own specific node or edge dynamics, performance measures, and methods for evolution. At present, only dynamics in the form of ordinary differential equations are supported, however, we hope to broaden this to discrete and stochastic processes.
Extensive use has been made of several well-established open-source scientific libraries, maximizing code reuse and quality. This includes igraph ͓31͔ for storage and analysis of network topologies and the GNU Scientific Library ͓32͔ for numerical integration and spectral methods. With speed and portability being a major consideration for large scale simulation, the framework has been coded purely in C. This has the added benefit of possible future access to high performance technologies such as MPI, OPENMP, and OPENCL, while allowing for easy embedding into prototyping and scripting languages such as PYTHON and RUBY. For further information regarding the framework, see http://www.netevo.org. In what follows, we use NETEVO to explore the open problem of evaluating the evolution of dynamical networks to enhance synchronization.
B. Network optimization
Optimization of the network topology was performed using NETEVO and a similar approach to that in ͓6͔. The simulated annealing-based supervisor was chosen with a standard rewiring mutation that was performed after each trial to generate a new candidate configuration. The number of edges rewired between trials was selected from an exponentially distributed random variable with mean x = 1. The initial temperature T was estimated by 4q max , where q max was the maximum difference in the performance measure Q for 100 pretrial runs. The temperature then remained fixed for each trial at a given step and reduced by 10% once the step was complete. There was a maximum of 5000 trials per step or 500 consecutive accepting trials. A new state was accepted if the configuration had an improved Q or otherwise with probability e −dQ/T , where dQ is the change in performance measure and T is the current temperature. A final configuration was chosen after five consecutive temperature reductions with no change in topology. Halting was ensured by imposing a maximum of 500 000 trials or a minimum temperature of 10 −7 , whichever was reached first.
To ensure a range of features was seen in our system and to compare our results to those in the existing literature, we chose a chaotic Rössler regime as a testbed example where x i = ͑p i , q i , r i ͒, selecting diffusive coupling via p and r variables so that the network is described by Eq. ͑1͒ with
͑3͒
This choice of coupling leads to a master stability function that is only stable within a bounded region ͑␣ 1 , ␣ 2 ͒. Figure 2 shows the master stability function ͑MSF͒ for this particular system. This MSF is of class ⌫ 2 according to classification reported in the literature ͓33͔, giving a locally stable range of ␣ ͑0.2, 6.1͒. Therefore, the network will be synchronized if 2 Ͼ ␣ 1 and N Ͻ ␣ 2 . This is particularly well suited for our study since this limited range of stability will allow us to evaluate the influence of network topology on tuning overall features such that the stability conditions are satisfied.
To simulate system dynamics, the ODE solver module was configured to use the embedded Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg ͑4, 5͒ numerical method with an adaptive step size and absolute and relative errors of 10 −5 . Simulations lasted for 150 time units and consisted of ten separate runs from different initial conditions to give averaged performance measure values. This helped to minimize any effects due to finite simulation times. Initial conditions were chosen uniformly at random on the interval ͓0, 20͔ for all states.
We selected the eigenratio and order-parameter performance measures to optimize our networks. With the eigenratio acting as a baseline due to its prevalence in the literature, the order parameter was chosen to give a purely dynamical view of the system and establish the benefit this may provide. The order parameter ͑t͒ ͓0,1͔ was calculated using
where N is the number of nodes, ⌰ is the Heaviside function, ␦ is a threshold distance around the synchronization manifold, and d ij ͑t͒ is the standard Euclidean norm distance between trajectories for nodes i and j at time t. This returns the fraction of pairs of nodes that are synchronized. Due to optimization in our system leading to the minimization of a given function, the final performance measure is given by have converged within the region defined by the chosen ␦. In what follows, t ϱ is estimated heuristically via simulations. The global coupling strength was chosen to remain fixed throughout each optimization process and then varied to compute the synchronization response of the evolved topology. To avoid confusion, we will refer to as the value of the coupling used during each optimization. We will use to denote the value of the coupling used in post-processing simulations to evaluate the synchronizability and features of the evolved topologies.
To reduce the influence of initial topologies on final configurations, several types of initial networks were used including random, lattice, scale-free, and small world ͓35͔. Unless otherwise stated, all evolved networks converged to a similar final state. The main statistical properties of the initial topologies are reported in Table I .
To analyze the synchronization characteristics of a given network topology, we generated what is termed a synchronization response graph. This uses simulated dynamics of a network topology for a range of different coupling strengths and plots after a sufficient period of time the fraction of nodes in a synchronous regime, as defined in Eq. ͑4͒.
In subsequent sections, we conduct the following numerical experiments:
͑i͒ First, we use NETEVO to evolve networks by considering as a static cost function the possible Laplacian eigenratio which, according to the MSF analysis, is associated with the best synchronizability properties, i.e., the widest range of values of that ensure the network achieves asymptotic synchronization.
͑ii͒ Then, having fixed to different values in the range ͓0.1, 0.7͔, we evolve networks by taking as a dynamic cost function the order parameter defined in Eq. ͑4͒. This is computed by simulating the entire network dynamics.
Particular attention will be given to the limit case = 0.7 which exhibits some interesting properties as further explained in Sec. IV.
C. Initial and eigenratio-evolved networks
We start with the case where the Laplacian eigenratio is used as a performance measure during the optimization procedure. The main results are shown in Fig. 3͑a͒ where average synchronization response curves are plotted for both initial and evolved topologies.
It is evident that every initial network had a poor response across all coupling strengths. Only the random and smallworld topologies saw any measurable synchronization Ϸ10% for a limited range of coupling strengths.
In contrast, Fig. 3͑a͒ shows how eigenratio evolved networks displayed full synchronization over a wide range of coupling strengths, between = 0.3 and 0.6. Moreover, the analytically estimated synchronized range of ͑0.196, 0.789͒, calculated using ͗ N ͘ = 7.73 and ͗ 2 ͘ = 1.02, coincides with the response seen from numerical simulations. Transition to and from a desynchronized state takes a sigmoid-like form over a range ⌬ Ϸ 0.15. An example of an eigenratioevolved network can be seen in Fig. 4͑a͒ . The difficulty in visually isolating any localized features is not merely an artifact of the embedding, but also due to the topological properties of the network. Structurally, the networks generated have similar entangled features as described in ͓6͔; a small diameter and very little clustering due to an average girth ͑smallest loop within the network͒ equal to 3.75. They also exhibit a narrow degree distribution centered around ͗k͘ =4 ͑shown in Fig. 5͒ giving a very homogeneous appearance for many network measures, while still maintaining short path lengths unlike a standard lattice. The topological features of the various evolved networks are summarized in Table II . In the rest of this paper, we will refer to these as eigenratio evolved networks.
D. Order-parameter-evolved networks
We now turn our attention to the case where the cost function is chosen to be the order parameter itself computed at every step of the optimization procedure by directly simulating the entire network dynamics. The synchronization response for each network is shown in Fig. 3͑b͒ with a bellshaped curve exhibited by all networks. In many cases, however, this was not centered about the fixed selected for optimization. Instead, there appeared to be a lower bound Ϸ 0.25 under which no response was found. The location of this bound is controlled by 2 , dictating when the smaller eigenvalues enter the stable region of the master stability function ͓36͔.
In terms of specific responses, networks evolved for ͓0.1, 0.4͔ see a steady increase in the total synchronization achieved, centered around = 0.45 and ranging from 8% to 90%. Following this, both = 0.5 and 0.6 networks have close to full synchronization peaking near their optimized coupling strengths. When comparing structural properties, Table II shows that as networks are evolved for increasing ͓0.1, 0.5͔ they display a reducing diameter and eigenratio. In addition, the diameter and eigenratio properties reduce in variance, while clustering maintains a similar variance throughout.
Visualizations of the networks evolved using this measure for fixed coupling strengths are shown in Figs. 4͑b͒-4͑f͒. The majority of these possess many similarities to the previous eigenratio-evolved networks and display a convergence toward reduced heterogeneity in terms of node degree; also confirmed by the average degree distribution plotted in Fig. 5͑b͒ . The = 0.6 network shows some interesting differences. Topologically, the diameter and clustering increase, while the eigenratio is still reduced in comparison to previous orderparameter-optimized networks. The response, however, dis- plays the most surprising result improving the upper bound of for which full synchronization is seen ͓see Fig. 3͑b͔͒ . This is possibly due to a reduced ͗ N ͘ = 7.47, leading to a higher threshold max = 0.817 at which desynchronization occurs. This is an improvement of 0.03 ͑6%͒ over the eigenratio-evolved networks. It is unclear the exact mechanism by which N is reduced, however, the order-parameteroptimized network does exhibit a narrow degree distribution with over 80% of nodes having degree 4 in comparison to around 55% for eigenratio evolved networks. With 
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PHYSICAL REVIEW E 81, 056212 ͑2010͒ 056212-5 N ͓k max ,2k max ͔ and ͗k͘ = 4 being the lower bound for k max due to the number of nodes and edges being fixed, increased homogeneity will push the network nearer to this bound. This conclusion is supported by findings in ͓37͔. Networks evolved using = 0.7 show a remarkably different behavior that will be discussed in the next section.
IV. BISTABILITY AND A TOPOLOGICAL BIFURCATION
So far, evolution of networks has resulted in a single type of final topology. However, upon reaching = 0.7, the onset of bistability is detected. Specifically, out of the 20 separate evolutions that were run, 15 resulted in structures similar to those seen previously for lower values of while five led to structures with highly different topological features. We term the former type 1 and the latter type 2 and examples are shown in Figs. 4͑e͒ and 4͑f͒, respectively. Although type 1 networks maintain similar statistical properties to orderparameter-evolved networks at lower coupling strengths, there was a small increase in the diameter and eigenratio, with a reduction in clustering when compared to networks optimized for = 0.6. The synchronization response again took the form of a bell-shaped curve centered around = 0.58 with a maximum response Ϸ90% ͓see Fig. 3͑c͔͒ . Type 2 networks showed dramatically different topological statistics, maintaining a low diameter while having a large increase in clustering and eigenratio. These networks also exhibited a number of other characteristics. Figure 4͑f͒ shows their unusual structure of separated hubs made up of triangles and single degree nodes, linked via a heavily inter-connected central region. Surprisingly, there was also conservation in quantitative properties of these features, with all type 2 networks containing a similar number of hubs ͑5-6͒ and size of central region ͑Ϸ40 nodes͒.
Another interesting aspect of the resultant topologies was their synchronization response. Unlike previous networks, only limited partial synchronization Ϸ10% was exhibited, but over a much larger range of coupling strengths ͑⌬ Ϸ 0.8͒ and for strengths where no previous synchronization had been seen before ͑ Ͼ 0.8͒. The large value of the eigenratio reported in Table II explains the poor synchronization performance being observed.
Note that the bistable region is located at the edge of the synchronizability range of the network of interest. At this point, N becomes larger than the upper limit ␣ 2 in Fig. 2 . As the coupling strength is increased further, larger numbers of eigenvalues shift into the unstable region so that type 1 networks cannot be obtained any longer. As shown in Fig.  6͑c͒ , the internal structure of the eigenspectrum of type 2 networks is such that these networks manage to maintain a larger subset of eigenvalues in the stable region of the master stability function. Thus, for larger values of , we expect all optimization procedures to converge toward type 2 rather than type 1 networks.
In an attempt to estimate the extent of the bistable region, additional network evolutions were performed using = 0.8 and 0.9. Out of the 16 runs completed for each fixed coupling strength, all resulted in type 2 topologies with the same characteristics. This gave a maximum possible region of 0.6Ͻ Ͻ 0.8 for which both types of topologies may coexist.
A. Network differentiation
To understand the deciding factors for the differentiation between type 1 and 2 networks, we investigated the changes made during the evolutionary process. We searched for points that determined network fate and analyzed the features that these possessed. Figure 7 illustrates the two possible outcomes for our networks, with some intermediate configurations during the evolutionary process. Significant differences can be seen between these, with type 1 networks maintaining node degrees above 1 and type 2 networks in- creasing the number of single degree nodes at selected hubs within in the network. Figure 8 shows how the number of single degree nodes changes over time for both types of network. There is an initial period of random variation around approximately seven nodes for both types, but then by iteration 30 000 full differentiations into each type has occurred, with type 1 networks containing none and type 2 an average of 30 single-degree nodes. This diagram also demonstrates a significant separation between each of the types, with what appears to be a threshold number of single degree nodes Ϸ16, which once reached causes only type 2 networks to arise. A possible explanation for the single-degree nodes threshold during differentiation is a culmination of two factors: the simulated annealing process and the number of seeding nodes that have a degree of 1. Temperature forms an important part of the simulated annealing process. Initially, a high temperature is used, to allow for the system to easily move around configuration space, even if this involves areas of lower fitness. This allows for the escape from any local minima. As the process continues, the temperature is slowly reduced, making it more difficult to escape any current minima. The bistability we see could therefore be the result of the initial randomizing steps at high temperature, placing the system in a configuration between the two types of final state and as the temperature is reduced, the configuration falls either side depending on its exact location. Once the temperature is sufficiently low, it may then become impossible to traverse the suboptimal peak between the two final states. If this is the case, then the threshold would act as a determinant as to which side the configuration will fall.
The rapid speed at which type 2 topologies converge to a similar increased number of single degree nodes and the high variability in this level are also shown in Fig. 8 . This feature can be explained by considering the process of hub growth. Each hub connects to a number of single degree nodes and larger degree nodes within the highly connected core. Hubs grow through larger degree nodes loosing connections and shrink by single degree nodes being reincorporated into the highly connected core. Due to the probability of picking each type being related to their overall number and degree, an equilibrium point will exist where these probabilities become equal with single-degree nodes being added and removed at the same rate. Variation in this value will be due to the stochastic element of the evolutionary process.
B. Topological bifurcation
Transitions between different types of network topology have been extensively studied with regard to generative network models ͓38͔. The most famous of these is found in random graph theory where varying connection probabilities of a standard Erdös-Rényi model lead to a transition from multiple disconnected subgraphs to a single giant connected component ͓39͔. Less work has viewed such transitions from an optimization stand point. This is especially true when considering performance measures based on system-level dynamics, which in turn are intrinsically linked to an underlying network topology. Links can also be made with dynamical systems theory and bifurcation analysis ͓40͔. Unlike a standard bifurcation, where varying a model parameter leads to a qualitatively different system-level behavior, we instead have the situation that varying a model parameter ͑fixed coupling strength for evolution ͒ not only causes a transition in system-level dynamics, but also a significant difference in the final underlying system structure. Due to these similarities, we will refer to such transitions as topological bifurcations. Figure 9 shows a schematic of the topological bifurcation seen in our system. All variables related to dynamics are fixed, apart from the coupling strength used during evolution. This acts as a bifurcation parameter and as it changes, we alter the realizable dynamics of the system and so too the topologies providing enhanced synchronization.
Due to dynamical performance measures relying on simulated output from the system, it is difficult to know if the topological bifurcation is intrinsically linked to the Rössler dynamics or if it is a more general feature exhibited by all systems having a master stability function with a bounded stable region. To assess this possibility, additional network evolutions were performed for similar class ⌫ 2 systems, having Lorenz and Chua node dynamics taken from ͓33͔ and a fixed coupling strength larger than the upper bound of the stable region. This places the systems into a regime where type 2 topologies arise for our Rössler dynamics and we would expect similar features to emerge if the structure is independent of node dynamic. These newly evolved networks displayed qualitatively the same type 2 features, with a highly interconnected central region surrounded by hubs connected to lower degree nodes and lend support to the idea that such topologies may hold more generally across other forms of node dynamic when transitioning out of a stable synchronized region.
V. FURTHER FEATURES OF THE EMERGING TOPOLOGIES
To gain a further understanding of the subtle connection structures that may be present in the evolved networks, we employed two further tools often used in the literature on complex networks: motif analysis and B matrices.
A. Topological motifs
The presence of motifs has been indicated in the literature as a significant feature of many technological and natural networks. It has been suggested that such motifs are bound to appear in evolutionary networks when the network objectives have shared subgoals and are dynamically switched ͑see ͓24͔ and references therein͒. We test here the presence of motifs in the emerging topologies obtained when considering their synchronization performance. Motif detection was performed using the FANMOD algorithm ͓41͔ and limited to motifs of sizes 3 and 4. Each resultant topology was analyzed in comparison to 1000 separately randomized versions of the initial network. Using both the original and these randomized versions, z scores and p values could be calculated for all motifs discovered in the original network. Motif distributions for each type of evolved network are shown in Table III , splitting into three main types.
First, eigenratio-evolved networks display overexpression of motif 5 and underexpression of motifs 3 and 7. These networks also do not contain any motifs of types 6 and 8 due to the low expression of triangles in general equal to 0.1%.
Order-parameter-evolved networks using ͓0.1, 0.7͔ ͑type 1͒ fall into the next category, containing a significantly increased number of triangles at the cost of motif 1. In terms of 4 node motifs, there was overexpression of motifs 4 and 6 in all networks. A few networks with = 0.1 and 0.6 displayed motif 8 at a very low frequency of 0.011% and 0.002%. However, in relation to our randomized sample, this constituted statistically significant overexpression. Similar to the eigenratio networks, motifs 4 and 7 were also underexpressed although at levels higher than that for eigenratio networks. An interesting feature of these results is the convergence toward the eigenratio distribution as the fixed coupling strength is increased. This trend, however, was only present for the underexpressed motifs.
Evolved networks with = 0.7 ͑type 2͒ have similar features to the previous distribution, but with three main differ- ences. Motifs 3 and 4 are significantly overexpressed attaining values nearly twice that seen before and motif 5 is significantly underexpressed at 47%, in comparison to 70%-80% for all other networks. These characteristics tie in with features seen in Fig. 4͑f͒ but also highlight that development of the fanlike hubs takes place primarily at the expense of motif 5.
In addition to these specific distributions, a more remarkable difference is found when comparing networks evolved using the static eigenratio measure and those obtained through dynamical simulation with the order parameter. If we focus on networks evolved using simulated dynamics ͑order parameter͒ feedback motifs 2, 4, and 6, associated with closed-loop behavior between node triplets, are found in significantly larger numbers while branching motifs 1 and 3 are underexpressed. No such correlation is present for networks evolved using the static eigenratio measure. We conjecture that this feature is due to the fact that when dynamics are explicitly taken into account, the coordination of motion between agents in the network requires local feedback loops to be formed to create stable subregions. These would allow subsets of nodes to shield themselves from perturbations induced by other externally connected nodes. On the contrary, when static measures such as the eigenratio are used, such localized feedback is not required as the "negotiation" between neighboring agents becomes less important. This is due to increased knowledge of favorable global features, intrinsically present within the performance measure. Having this additional information results in localized stability being unnecessary for intermediate configurations surrounding optimal states.
This finding may cast light on some of our previous results. In Sec. III D, an increased lower bound of coupling strength for networks evolved using the order parameter was found. It has previously been shown that network girth is maximized for highly synchronizable networks ͓6͔; something illustrated when using the eigenratio performance measure, with our results showing an average girth equal to 3.75. Once this value becomes larger than 3, the evolved topologies will begin to see a complete lack of triangular feedback motifs. From a dynamical perspective, these are required for localized stability. Therefore, it is natural to conclude that when optimizing using the order parameter, intermediate to-pologies near these optimal states will become unlikely with the process remaining in stable local optima.
In addition, overexpression of similar motifs has been highlighted in the literature for both natural ͑gene regulation, neural networks, and food webs͒ and technological networks ͑electronic circuits and the world wide web͒ ͓22͔.
B. B matrices
To compare more subtle properties of the evolved topologies, we made use of the B matrix, or network portrait as it is also known, introduced by Bagrow et al. ͓42͔ . This provides a method to visualize and rigorously compare structural information and is defined as the matrix B = ͕b lk ͖, where b lk is the number of nodes that have k members in their respective l shells. An l shell of a given node v i is defined as the set of nodes at distance l edges away and can be calculated using a breath-first search ͑BFS͒ algorithm. The B matrix can be used to view features such as homogeneity and assortativity, in addition to providing a metric to quantitatively calculate distances between topologies.
Example: Periodic ring
As an example of how a portrait is created and how some of the visual features translate, we consider the case of an undirected periodic ring. Representative portraits are shown in Figs. 10͑a͒ and 10͑b͒ for even and odd numbers of nodes, respectively.
If we choose any individual node, propagation of the BFS algorithm will lead to the discovery of two new nodes in each l shell until a distance of N / 2 is reached. At this point, both directions of propagation around the ring meet; if the number of nodes in the network is even, then the final l shell will only contain a single node, otherwise it will contain two. With all nodes effectively the same due to full rotational symmetry, the contribution of each node to the final portrait will be identical. Specifically, the portrait will contain a value of N at column 2 for rows 1 to ͑ N / 2 −1͒ with the value N in column 1 or 2 at row N / 2 , depending if N is even or odd. This example also allows us to link features of the portrait and network topology. First, the high homogeneity is mani-fested in terms of narrow bands of width 1 at every possible distance. If we had instead considered a case with small variation in node degrees, we would see a widening of all bands as these features were encountered. Bandwidth is therefore heavily related to network homogeneity. Second, because the BFS algorithm finds the shortest path between any two nodes, the maximum row number containing an entry relates to the diameter of the network, N / 2 in this case. Figure 11 shows averaged B matrix portraits for several of the evolved network topologies presented in Sec. III. There are three main types of portrait. The first, displayed by the eigenratio-evolved topologies and shown in Fig. 11͑a͒ , is characterized by narrow bands separated by large gaps. This translates into a highly homogeneous network with most of the nodes being covered within the first three shells of the network. This is highlighted by the central values of the first four rows leading to an average discovery of 4 + 12+ 34 + 43= 93% of the network. The smaller overall diameter of these networks is also revealed by the last band falling in the fifth row of the matrix, matching the calculated value of 5.25.
Evolved topologies
Networks evolved using the order parameter for ͓0.1, 0.7͔ ͑type 1͒ fall into the next category and can be seen in Figs. 11͑b͒-11͑e͒ . These share many similarities in their shape to the previous type, however, bands are much wider and the rate at which the network reaches the maximum sized l shell is lower. For example, if we take the = 0.6 portrait, the first four rows in this case lead to an average network discovery of 4 + 11+ 25+ 40= 80%. An interesting characteristic of this type of network is the convergence toward similar features seen in eigenratio-evolved networks. As the fixed coupling strength is increased, band widths narrow, gaps begin to form, and the diameter is reduced.
Finally, = 0.7 ͑type 2͒ networks displayed a very fine structure with multiple separated bands at most distances ͓see Fig. 11͑f͔͒ . The hubs present in the topology that are connected to many single degree nodes are linked to the six narrow bands seen in the sixth row of the portrait.
We also analyzed how a single evolution looks in terms of the associated B matrix. Figure 12 shows the evolution of a = 0.6 network with the B matrix plotted at points throughout the process. The initial topology of a regular onedimensional lattice is immediately visible in ͑a͒ by the single FIG. 11 . ͑Color online͒ Average B matrix portraits for a selection of performance measures and coupling strengths: ͑a͒ eigenratio, order parameter = ͑b͒ 0.1, ͑c͒ 0.5, ͑d͒ 0.6, ͑e͒ 0.7 ͑type 1͒, ͑f͒ 0.7 ͑type 2͒. Colors represent the number of nodes at a given index within the B matrix and are plotted on a log scale ͓log͑b lk ͔͒.
FIG. 12. ͑Color online͒ Evolution of a B matrix portrait when using the order-parameter performance measure with = 0.6. Initial topology was a periodic ring lattice with nearest and next-nearest-neighbor coupling. B matrices were taken at iterations ͑a͒ 1, ͑b͒ 4000, ͑c͒ 8000, ͑d͒ 14 000, ͑e͒ 20 000, and ͑f͒ 180 000. Colors represent the number of nodes at a given index within the B matrix and are plotted on a log scale ͓log͑b lk ͔͒. narrow band, but what is interesting is the speed at which this structure is lost. After 4000 iterations, it is impossible to see any of the original latticelike structure. This randomization is partly due to the method of evolution which accepts many configurations that are not improvements when the temperature is high. Another characteristic shown at this stage is the reduction in graph diameter, with the extent of portrait in terms of rows falling from 25 to just 7. As the evolution progresses, we now see a reduction in fine grain structure with a move toward continuous bands relating to increased homogeneity at varying distances. The final change is a narrowing of bands, leading to gaps across rows. This feature helps to reduce the variance in possible rates of network exploration due to a similar number of nodes being discovered as distance increases. In summary, evolution toward a final topology produces two main types of feature: lowered network diameter and increased homogeneity.
VI. BOUNDED SYNCHRONIZATION
The assumption of identical node dynamics breaks for the majority of real-world systems. Variability is naturally present due to the physical uniqueness of components and differences in local environmental conditions.
In this section, we attempt to isolate how variability of individual oscillator dynamics impacts system-level synchronization and investigate the features that arise when an alternative dynamical performance measure is used. We consider a similar system to that in Sec. III, however, simplify it so as to isolate the impact node variability has on the evolved topologies. First, we alter the internal node coupling to occur on all oscillator states, changing the master stability function to a class ⌫ 1 type ͓33͔ ͑see Fig. 13͒ . The new system has a stable region in the range ␣ ͑0.0831, +ϱ͒ with no upper bound on the coupling strengths able to achieve full synchronization. This has the benefit of removing the desynchronizing bifurcation seen for Ͼ 0.7, reducing the influencing factors on our results. Furthermore, a large fixed coupling strength = 1 was selected to ensure full synchronization is possible when all oscillator dynamics are identical. Heterogeneity of individual oscillators is introduced by uniformly at random perturbing each nodes parameters by a set amount ͑1%, 5%, 10%, 25%, and 50%͒.
Due to no common solution existing between all oscillators, it is necessary to introduce a new measure of synchro-nization. Using a similar approach to ͓43͔, we consider the size of the bounded set of trajectories as t → ϱ. This provides an indication of how closely the trajectories come to some average solution and was used as the basis of the bounded synchronization measure R + calculated as follows:
Here, N is the number of nodes in the network equal to 100, t 1 is a time chosen after the settling time, t 2 is the final simulation time ͑necessary to understand variation among trajectories͒, with t 2 Ͼ t 1 , and d ij ͑t͒ is the standard Euclidean norm distance between the trajectories of nodes i and j at time t. After simulation with a range of parameter values, we selected t 1 = 150 and t 2 = 200 in order to capture the required dynamic characteristics. Using this performance measure, networks were evolved to minimize the overall bound. Results are presented in Table  IV illustrating that even with large parameter variability, topology can have a dramatic effect in significantly reducing the final bound. Greatest improvement is seen for smaller parameter variation, however, large improvements of 47.3% are seen even at 50% parameter variation. In addition, standard deviation of the final bound is positively correlated with the parameter variation ͑see Fig. 14͒ .
To allow for comparison to results in previous sections, standard statistical analysis was performed and B matrices and motifs were calculated. These all showed similar features to previous networks evolved using the order-parameter measure for ͓0.3, 0.6͔ , with reduced diameter, and narrow degree and betweenness distributions. B matrices also showed no significant differences in the structural features between these topologies. In contrast, the average motif distributions displayed in Table V did reveal some surprising results. Overall, each network showed a statistically significant overexpression of local feedback motifs 2, 4, and 6 supporting the idea presented in the previous section that stabilizing features are important for evolutionary processes that are intrinsically linked to the dynamical performance. Furthermore, the amount of this feedback grows with parameter variation up to 25%, with increases of 28%, 41%, and 83% for motifs 2, 4, and 6, respectively. This is also logical if such feedback is being used for stability as larger variation in dynamics will require increased control effort.
As parameter variation is increased further to 50%, a very different behavior is seen. At this point, although feedback motifs are still statistically overexpressed, large drops occur in overall frequency. We see decreases of 37%, 42%, and 55% for motifs 2, 4, and 6 in comparison to results at 25% parameter variation. A possible explanation for this unusual behavior links to the divide in influence that node and edge dynamics have over network topology in relation to the overall system-level dynamic. As stated previously, it is known for networks of identical oscillators that topology has a major effect on the overall synchronizability. However, as the dynamics of individual nodes significantly diverge, the impact of topology becomes reduced. This implies the existence of a threshold at which, altering network topology would have little effect and may be the cause for the drop in feedback seen in our results. At this point, increasing the number of feedback motifs would have little effect and so as expected would be seen less in our evolved topologies.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have shown that synchronization can be enhanced by considering the simulated output of a dynamical network during evolution of the topology. Starting with a homogeneous network of identical oscillators for ͓0.3, 0.6͔, evolving networks using the order-parameter performance measure showed an improvement in the fraction of nodes synchronized over a range of simulated coupling strengths, roughly centered around the fixed coupling strength used during evolution. Final topologies displayed a convergence toward our control networks that were evolved using the eigenratio, a common measure of synchronizability. Features included reduced diameter and narrow degree and betweenness distributions.
The presence of a topological bifurcation and bistability was found as the topology transitioned toward an enhanced form for Ն 0.8. These networks showed very different characteristics with reduced homogeneity through the formation of hubs on the exterior of a central highly connected component. Although B matrix analysis confirmed significant differences between these final structures, motif distributions of all networks evolved using the dynamical order parameter showed a common statistically significant overexpression of three-node feedback motifs: something not displayed by networks evolved using the topological eigenratio measure. We conjecture that localized feedback loops are vital in evolved networks that use a dynamical measure to help stabilize the behavior exhibited by groups of nodes in the system.
Generality of the topological bifurcation was assessed for several other types of node dynamic and in each case qualitatively similar features were seen. This supports the idea that type 2 topologies may be a more general feature exhibited when a system transitions out of a stable synchronized region, for example, due to an increase in coupling strength. Even so, the effects that other aspects of the system have on the evolved topologies, such as nonlinear coupling between nodes, remain as possible future directions for this work.
These results also illustrated a fundamental difference and tradeoff made between topological ͑eigenratio͒ and dynamical ͑order parameter͒ measures. Topological measures can robustly generate high-performance structures, but are limited to understood areas of the system dynamic. For example, one can only improve synchronization when the system is placed within the stable region of the master stability function. In contrast, dynamical measures while improving a systems performance, although to a lesser extent than the topological measures, can also adapt. This allows for the generation of different types of topology as factors influencing the systems performance change. Furthermore, they pose no constraints on the form of the system, providing improved topologies for a much broader range of scenario and including those where topological measures have yet to be found. Finally, we showed that when considering heterogeneous networks of nonidentical oscillators, bounded synchronization can be used as a performance mea-TABLE V. Average motif frequency for networks evolved to minimize the bounded synchronization measure for differing amounts of model parameter variation. Arrows represent statistically significant over ↑ and under ↓ expressions of a motif in comparison to a randomized network ͑p value Ͻ0.01͒. sure to reduce the maximum distance between trajectories as t → ϱ.
While localized feedback is prevalent in the evolved networks, the question of how such motifs combine to improve synchronization over larger scales remains unanswered. This is vital if practical use is to be made of our findings and will be pursued in future work. Further investigation will also be required to determine the generality of such feedback for differing models of node dynamic and whether such features are displayed in directed networks and evolved systems that exhibit synchronization.
